
LAMINATE FLOORING

RETHINK WHAT’S POSSIBLE
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Sand Dollar Oak   L3048 Oyster Bay Pine   L3052†

12mm thick planks for solid feel and sound absorption

VisionGuard® with AC3 wear layer

30-Year Residential / 10-Year Light Commercial /  
5-Year Light Commercial Warranty†

Truly distinctive beach-inspired looks that bring to mind the echo of 
ocean waves and seaside cottages

5.3˝ wide planks

L3052: 5˝ wide planks

= Texture

DESIGN FEATURES KEY

= Gloss= Ends & Edges

White Wash Boardwalk   L3063 White Wash Walnut   L3051*

White Wash Campfire   L3064

*Floor design copyrighted by AWI Licensing Company.
†L3052 Oyster Bay Pine carries a 5-Year Light Commercial Warranty and no Commercial Warranty.

COASTAL LIVING®

This Premium Collection Features

HST PEPE MG

EIR
HST PEPE MG EIR

HST PEPE MG

EIR
HST PEPE MG

NT MEME HG



Sand Dollar Oak
L3048
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Weathered   L3080†

L3080: 7.6˝ wide planks 

VisionGuard with AC3 wear layer

12mm thick planks for solid feel and sound absorption

50-Year Residential / 10-Year Light Commercial Warranty

Unexpected metal, concrete and wood looks that are  
weathered by the elements

L3081 / L3082: 3.5˝, 5.6˝ and 7.6˝ width planks* 
Commercial VisionGuard® with AC4 wear layer

= Texture

DESIGN FEATURES KEY

= Gloss= Ends & Edges

Ore   L3081* Sea Wall   L3082*

*A mix of 3.5,˝ 5.6˝ and 7.6˝ wide planks is contained in each car ton.
†L3080 Weathered carries a 30-Year Residential Warranty / 10-Year Light Commercial Warranty / 5-Year Commercial Warranty.

*Multi-width planks create a custom designed look. 

When installing this multi-width product, a 5˝ wide plank  
MUST be used in every other row. This sequence must be 

followed throughout the entire installation.

COASTAL LIVING® PATINA

This Premium Collection Features

HST PEPE LG

OT MEME LG OT MEME LG



Sea Wall
L3082
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For a finished look and smooth transitions to adjoining flooring surfaces, Armstrong offers a complete selection of 

coordinated trims and moldings in all species and colors.

T-MOLDING 

Fills the gap at doorways, and finishes spaces between 
the two areas of laminate flooring. 

FLUSH STAIR NOSE  

The durability of Armstrong’s laminate flooring makes a 
great choice for staircases.

STAIR NOSE 

Used where laminate flooring meets a step down or 
landing, or great for staircases. 

QUARTER ROUND 

The classic finish to your laminate floor, used where 
wall and flooring meet.

MULTI-PURPOSE REDUCER/THRESHOLD

Provides a smooth transition from your laminate floor to 
another type of flooring at a lower height. Also, finishes 
the space where laminate flooring ends against a 
vertical surface and where a quarter round cannot be 
used such as, sliding glass doors, against cabinet toe 
kicks, or carpet. 

• Full assortment of ADA-compliant trims and moldings

• All colors can be used with any floor

• Provides enhanced durability

•  The 3-in-1 trim contains the reducer and threshold add on components, 

therefore any of the 3 profiles can be obtained; track is included with the 

3-in-1 bundle (see page 82 for details)

ALUMINUM TRANSITIONS

Gold Platinum Bronze

REDUCER 

Provides a smooth transition from your 
laminate floor to another flooring at a 
lower height.

THRESHOLD 

Finishes the space where laminate flooring 
ends such as, sliding glass doors, wall 
bases, door thresholds and carpet.

T-MOLDING 

Fills the gap at doorways and finishes 
spaces between the two areas of 
laminate flooring.

Finishing Touches

Aluminum Molding
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Lock&Fold® technology is the industry’s fastest and easiest installation system. No angling of the short end 

and then the long end – simply lock and fold. Reduced installation time means you can enjoy your new 

floor sooner with less interruption to your home.

Moisture Barrier ••• •••

Lifetime Warranty* ••• •••

Superior Noise  
Reduction 

••• ••

Greater Underfoot  
Comfort 

••• •

*When installed with Armstrong laminate flooring.

PREMIUM
S-1836 Quiet Comfort™

Underlayment
S-1837 Quiet Comfort

Underlayment

Armstrong has engineered a line of underlayments to be used 

when installing laminate floors. The use of quality underlayment 

is critical to a successful installation and should be installed 

prior to laying planks. Use the pre-applied tape for a seamless 

moisture barrier, especially over concrete. These underlayments 

can also be used with any floating floor installation.

Installation

Underlayment

Lock&Fold®

START LOCK FOLD FINISHED


